by Mihnea-Simion Stoica As everywhere else in Eastern Europe, ever since the fall of the communist regime, Romania's political system has experienced dramatic changes from one electoral cycle to another, starting off with what was considered to be an inflation of political parties at the beginning of the 1990's and arriving today at what seems to approximate a two-party system, with the SocialDemocratic Party (PSD) on the left and the National Liberal Party (PNL) on the right side of the political spectrum. However, the fog surrounding the ideological identities of virtually all Romanian political parties has only intensified in time, leaving the party system in flux and creating the idea that there are no significant differences between the major political players. As was the case of many other countries, this situation has generated the (at least partial) success of a radical anti-establishment discourse. However, unlike other European countries, the far right in Romania did not benefit by the financial crisis.
Throughout the entire post-communist period, the Greater Romania Party (hereinafter, PRM) founded and led with an iron fist by Corneliu Vadim Tudor -its late leader who famously declared "the party is me" -generated most of the ethnonationalist rhetoric on the Romanian political scene. His radical stances on many issues, amongst which those against the Hungarian ethnic minority shaped his highly controversial figure. He repeatedly declared that Transylvania is being "forcefully maghyarized" by the ethnic Hungarians who live there and reportedly said that Romania could only be lead with a machine gun, praising the idea of public executions on stadiums.
He sometimes claimed his party to be ideologically rooted in the left, having declared his admiration for the former Romanian communist dictator Nicolae Ceaușescu. It is therefore no surprise that he was labeled by the media and by his political opponents as populist, extremist, xenophobe, authoritarian and, above all, a threat to Romania's democracy.
In explaining the evolution of the country's post-communist far rightinvariably related to the development of PRM -there are four important moments in the recent history of Romania that should be looked at more 
A close call: the presidential elections of 2000
The creation of PRM is surrounded by BELIEBT Other explanations for the fading fortunes of PRM were related to the softening rhetoric of Vadim Tudor, who after the 2000 elections publicly declared that he ceased his opposition to Romania joining NATO and the EU, and admitted he was wrong when denying the existence of the Holocaust.
These, together with his attempt (which eventually failed) to affiliate PRM to the European People's Party took his image too close to the "establishment", thus making his messages look unauthentic.
Back in the game: PRM goes to Brussels
The 2009 elections for the European Parliament represented a moment of
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What's left of Romania's far right?
Throughout the last two years, PRM has developed the characteristics of a politically deceased organization. Today, nothing resembles anymore the (quite) successful party that it used to be during the 1990's and the 2000's.
Its very weak (or rather lack of) local/grassroots organizations have dramatically decreased its visibility. After failing to win any seats in the 2012 national elections and the 2014 EU elections, and especially after the passing away of its leader in September 2015, PRM is now totally absent from the political arena. This can have various consequences. On the one hand, related to the developments on the far right: several smaller parties are now trying to fill in the space that was left empty by the succumbing of PRM. Their rhetoric is more violent than the one of Greater Romania, but they have so far been incapable of gathering even the least political support. Then there are implications related to the populist discourse: based on the principle of "communicating vessels", this strategy did not disappear together with PRM, but has flown towards the bigger, mainstream parties, who sometimes gladly make use of it. And maybe one last important aspect is related to how much the Hungarian party UDMR will be affected by the disappearance of PRM.
Having lost its main political enemy, is this small ethnic party going to face "an aimless activity"? Despite various opinions, there are no serious reasons to believe that the faithful Hungarian electorate will severely defect.
Moreover, (amongst many other elements) the law which reverses the national electoral system to proportional representation from a first-past-the post one, might also help UDMR to remain (although with a marginal influence) in the national political arena.
The beginning of the 2010's meant the dismantling of what one could call the party-organized Romanian far right. The social phenomena in which its evolution was embedded disappeared, but the main infrastructure for various forms of manifestation -this time maybe outside of the logic of party politics -has remained or, given the refugee crisis, unfortunately might have even evolved. It remains to be seen how long until the outbreak of a new political movement that successfully picks up the issues of the far right.
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